Help: about the FAC B Database
The Food Additives and Contaminants - Surveillance Database is a searchable database containing all the surveillance data published in Food Additives and Contaminants Part B (FAC B) since its launch in June 2008. Search results may be viewed on screen, or downloaded into standard reports or spreadsheets by simply clicking a button. You may search the entire database by following the link Visit FAC B Database, or alternatively you may choose to move from a FAC B article through to the specific dataset that corresponds to the article you are viewing. There are links to the relevant datasets from all FAC B articles. All subscribers to the FAC B journal will be granted access to the entire database. Pay-per-view customers will be granted access to the datasets corresponding to the articles that they have purchased, but they will not be able to search the full database. Please follow the link if you wish to visit the database now.
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